SEQUENCE OF INSTALLATION:

1. Locate pole position relative to the roadway, after checking for services and determining clearfall.
2. Dig/hoe and accurately line up.
3. Determine finished surface level and mark spot for pole base level.
4. Determine pole position relative to the roadway.
5. Pour concrete footing to within 150 mm of top of pole base and allow to set.
6. Locate pole and pour concrete footing to within 150 mm of top of anchor base and allow to set.
7. Level pole, fasten anchor plate to pole and pour concrete footing to within 150 mm of top of anchor base and allow to set.
8. Use a concrete mix in accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. Mortar pad edges levelled as necessary.
9. Anchor plate, concrete footing and anchor plate gasket or approved equivalent are in place.
10. Poured concrete footing is of correct mix and strength.
11. Install anchor plate and concrete footing.
12. Insert anchor plate into concrete footing.
13. Insert anchor plate into concrete footing.
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